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TripleThreat

1. Edge v 2. Eddie Guerrero v 3. Chris Benoit

80 (01.42) 3-1-2-3-1-Mx-E-§-Mx-1-Mx-3-1**E-Mx-3*2
1êêSuT 10:39.81
Roll\Up-Pin; Out OK/gd., good action and pace, some added effect, good to close but did not drive.
§ denotes commercial break
5v5Tag
1. Triple H and Rosey and Jamal and Chris Jericho and Christian w Ric Flair and Rico

Match elements held mostly good in this one. Additionally, the early quick shifts in
momentum helped build and interest and some inherent effect with this being a preview
for what should be an excellent contest on Sunday. However, while somewhat strong
here, one must realize that this was not quite up to expectations, based on recent efforts.

2. Booker T and Kane and Jeff Hardy and Bubba Ray Dudley and Rob Van Dam
70 1jm-Mx-2d-Mx-2v-1h-Mx-2k-∫-∫-∫-2k-∫*1h
2SuT 8:23.97
Pedigree-Pin; OK out, some good action, average speed, some drive 5/8, closed out fairly, some added effect.

BREAKDOWNS: Time: 2 Matches with 0 No contest (19:03.78) about 31.77 % of show time.
Types: 1 TripleThreat (0 Title Matches); 1 5v5Tag (0 Title Matches)

Average Match Rating (2 Matches) 75.00

BestOfTheNight: 1Sut Edge v EddieGuerrero v ChrisBenoit

80

Extraneous Segment Aggregate

WorstOfTheNight: 2Sut TrpH/Rsy/Jml/Jcho/Chrst. v BkT/Kane/JHardy/BDudley/RVD

70

Overall Show Score

4 instances of interference (2 meaningful); ” Meaningful interference
1SuT *ChavoGuerrero (2) *KurtAngle ”
2Sut *RicFlair ”

What stands out in the line is the points of lapse in the latter half, but while usually
frowned upon, these can be forgiven as there was action, just not with the legal men.
Match had good elements and the end melee was somewhat driving. Most compelling
was seeing five of six chamber competitors here, akin to a preview, like the first tonight.

2.00
77.00

Title Changes: None

Turns: None

SHOW ASSESSMENT: Cannot assess based on the show score, as it is an aggregate and is suited for regular showings. Hence, will say that the show served well, but was not extraordinary, just good.
RATINGS: A figure assigned to a match based on balancing a match's elements such as start/break, pace, progression, psychology, mechanics, execution of move sets, key spots, and finish against the amount of time it is given (Minutes with the
most relative quality are given primary emphasis) as an assessment of performance. Scale is adjusted to increase requisites for achieving higher ratings such as those in the 90s, 100s, and higher.

NON-MATCH
SEGMENTS
AND SCORES

¡SD: Steph on Tag Titles, (+2) YES!
sets Triple Threat Tag
at SvS Benoit/Angle,
Guerreros, Edge/Mysterio
¡SD: Sleeping Giant
(0) We know, we know.
Awakes

CLOSING NOTES:
Not much to work with here, so none tonight.

¡SD: Show on last
Thursday, Lesnar,
promises victory at SvS
¡SD: Bikini contest, Trish
v Torrie, Nidia interrupts,
no winner declared after
both chase her off

¡Raw: HBK comeback
montage
¡Raw: JR/Lawler INT
(0) I knew something had to happen that HBK on Elimination
Chamber, not allowing
they would not declare a winner.
HHH to win
(0) Can't discount the possibility of that
happening.

(0) "See the fact of the matter is...."
(0) Good plan.

